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SYNOPSIS. 

FLOOD CHARACTERISTICS AND SPILLWAY DESIGN 

By Vujica M. Yevdjeivch 

Colorado State University, U. S. A. 

Floods are of probabilistic character, while hydraulic structures for flood evacuation 
have deterministic prop-erties. As floods are the primary factor for consideration, the 
design of spillways and other flood discharge structures should be adapted to the proba
bilistic phenomenon. 

The concept of maximum probable flood of a river basin is defined in the Borel's sense. 

The difficulties in determining re ·able flood probability distributions from small sam
ples of flow records do not justify a change from the probabilistic to the deterministic 
principle in spillway design. 

Changes in flood probability distributions with time due to man-made changes in river 
basins should be allowej for in estimating the probability of rare floods. These proba
bility estimates should also take account of the probability distribution of reservoir 
level at commencement of the flood. 

The characteristics of flood phenomena suggest the spillway should be designed in such 
a way that the rate of change dQ/dH of the spillway capacity rating curve should in
crease with an increase of discharge. Spillways with the flow under pressure for the 
largest floods should be provided with safeguards of the free surface flow type. 

RESUME 

Les crues sont des evenements regis par les lois des probabilites. Les evacuateurs de 
crue, au contraire, ont des dimensions bien determine'es. Le calcul des evacuateurs 
etant surtout fait en fonction des crues, il doit tenir compte de leur caractere proba
biliste. 

La notion de crue maximum probable d 'un bas sin versant est definie au sens de Borel. 

Les difficultes d'obtenir la loi des probabilites des crues 'a partir d'observations de 
debits sur des periodes relativement courtes, ne peuvent pas justifier !'abandon des 
principes probabilistes pour des considerations purement deterministes dans 11 etude 
des evacuateu rs de er e. 

L'evolution dans le temps de la repartition des probabil"tes des crues, due aux change
ments apportes par l'homme au bassin versant, doit etre prise en consideration. 
Cette repartition doit aussi tenir compte de la probabili e du niveau des reservoirs au 
commencement des crues. 

Les caracteristiques des crues suggerent que la derivee de la courbe des debits 
dQ/ dH croit avec le debit maximum d 'une crue. Les evacuateurs fonctionnant en 
charge lors de crues exceptionnelles deveraient etre amenages par des evacuateurs 
complementaires de s e cours OU l'ecoulement serait a surface libre. 
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INTRODUCTION 

FLOOD CHARACTERISTICS AND SPILLWAY DESIGN 

by Vujica M. Yevdjevich 

Colorado State University, U. S. A. 

Flood events can be described by a set of random variabl es such as peak flow, peak 
level, and flood volume. These random variables are being determined currently by 
their probability distributions, with the probability usually expressed in practice by its 
reciprocal as the floo d return period. Floods should be, therefore, treated from a 
probabilistic point of view in hydrologic design. 

The hydraulic pheno□enon of flood discharge at a dam has the property of a unique 
relationship of reservoir level to discharge, for given openings of gates and valves at 
spillways and outlets. Hydraulic design of flood discharge structures may be, there
fore, considered fro:n a deterministic point of view, because for given conditions the 
design outflow can be uniquely determined. 

The integration of .two phenomena, one of probabilistic and the other of deterministic 
character is usually a difficult engineering problem. B th approaches have been used 
in the hydrologic design of spL lways in the past, the probabilistic by the concept of 
flood probability dis:ributions, and the deterministic by the concepts of maximum pos
sible flood, maximum probable flood, and maximum observed flood. 

This paper discusses the question of whether the hydrologic design of spillways should 
be completely adapt ed to the probabilistic character of floods, or whether the difficul
ties in design resulting from this approach should impose a more deterministic stand
point with an assessment of the greatest possible or fixed probable flood event expected 
in the future. 

FLOOD CHARACTERISTICS 

Floods as random variables. 

Any flood random variable depends on a large number of causes , but mainly on rainfall 
events. 

As an example, thE total water volume of 4 7 flood hydro graphs from small watersheds 
( areas up to six square miles) ir. the U. S. A. , was related to different variables in a 
stepwise multiple linear correlation analysis. The explained variance of the several 
correlations given by the multiple coefficient of determination R 2 (both biased and 
unbiased), is represented in fig. 1. * About 10 variables explain around 9 3% of varia
tion, while all other twenty (by neglecting the loss of degrees of freedom, and using the 
biased R 2

) increase the explained variance by around 4%. The most significant varia
bles in thes e correlations are rainfall characteristics. As the rainfall is also described 
by several random variables depending on a large number of causes, the number of 
causes which affect floods is increased substantially. This explains the fact that floods 
are random variables. 

Envelopes of specific floods. 

Experience shows that, on the average, the longer the period of flow observations in a 
large region, the greater is the largest observed flood event. Figure 2 demonstrates 
this simple fact by the properties of envelopes of specific peak flood flo ws (peak flow 
divided by river basin area) plotted against river basin area for observations in the 
period 1900-1920, 1900/1930 , ... , and 1900-1960 of many river gaging stations in the 
Columbia River Basin, U. S. A. The envelope of largest floods, a hyperbolic function 
plotted a s straigtt lines in log-log graph, shifts to greater values as the period of 
observation increases. 

'~Brian M. Reich, "Design hydrographs for very small watersheds from rainfall, 11 

Ph.D. dissertation, Colorado State University, July 1962. 
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A question can be rightfully posed. Can an envelope (line 6, fig. 2) be conceived above 
the envelopes of observed data of fig. 2, which could not be attained or exceeded in the 
future, assuming that the river basins, their flood producing characteristics, and cli
matic conditions do not change for a long period? 

Different concepts of largest floods. 

It is normal to expect that a small brook cannot have as high a flood event as a large 
river. On the other hand, there is no physical evidence that limiting factors exist in 
producing large storm events. Statistically speaking, there is no physical evidence 
1,hat the tail of flood probability distributions is bounded on the side of the largest 
events. The tails of flood probability density functions converge fast or slow toward 
zero as the peak flow increases for small or large river basins, respectively. 

The manner in which the conc-ept of largest floods is defined in principle affects the 
main approach to the design of flood discharge. When the flood phenomenon is con
ceived with an unbounded tail of flood probability distributions, the approach to flood 
discharge may be the same as in the case of any practical problem involving the risk 
of given, but small, chances. For any selected peak flood flow Q with a given small 
probability of occurrence P , a greater flood peak Q + dQ with a smaller probability 
P - dP may occur. T his leads to the Borel approach which may be applied to largest 
floods, that risks with probability of the order of 1: 105 or 1: 106 should be accepted, as 
many risks of those probabilities are automatically accepted in everyday life. 

A dilemma exists between a physical approach to support the concept of an upper 
boundary in the flood probability distribution, and a conventional approach to assume a 
threshold of accepted risks, on the unbounded tail of the probability distribution. 
Selection of the appropriate concept is being affected in practice by the availability of 
methods for the estimation of very large floods. 

Difficulties in using small samples of data. 

Samples of flood events are usually small, ranging in the order of several decades of 
observations. The probability distribution curves of floods, taking into account both 
the errors in computed flood variable and the sampling error, therefore, have very 
large confidence intervals for the standard levels of significance ( 10% or 5% level) in 
the region of the higher observed flood flows. The extreme parts, as well as the 
extrapolated parts, of flood probability distribution curves are, therefore, u nreliable . 
The great difficulties in the appli cation of, and the reservations about , flood probability 
distributions result from the use of small samples, and in the attempts to derive infor
mation on rare floods iar beyond the potential of small samples. 

A method of avoiding th e danger of the small sample approach is the use, for design 
purposes, of th e upper curve of the confidence interval on 5% or 10% level of signifi
cance computed around the flood probability distribution curve of small sample records. 

Deterministic approach to flood analysis. 

The above difficu lties in the probabilistic approach to floods have induced practicing 
engineers to search for the solution of flood problems in the deterministi c approach, 
through the concepts of maximum possible, maximum probable, and maximum observed 
floods, with these values conside red as fixed for a rive r gaging station . The basis for 
this concept is the analysis of maximum intensity of rainfall events. 

In order to avoid the difficulties of the small sample ap:;:iroach to floo d probabilities, 
this second concept starts from the determination of maximum rainfall intensity, adding 
two other factors, the transposition of rainfall hyetograph s from one observed position 
to another, a nd river basin response (infiltration rates, unit hydrograph, or distribution 
graph). 

There is legitimate doubt about the validity of concepts underlying this approach, 
namely, the ideas of maximum possible rainfall intensity derived by meteorological 
analys es from small samples of meteorological data. There are no physical factors 
supporting the concept of boundaries in the tails of distributions of the several meteor
ological variables that affect the largest rainfall intensities. The transposition of the 
largest regional hyetographs to the position in a river basin which gives the maximum 
flood hydrographs poses the question of the probability that any new similar event would 
be locat ed just in the most unfavorable position. There is a problem of geometric 
probability in flood hyetograph locations. 
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Though this approach has no theoretical background to claim that there is a fixed 
maximum flood, it gives an insight into the order of magnitude of the rare events. 

Use of the term maximum probable flood, without stating what is tb..e probability, con
flicts with the objective definition of probability, which implies that the use of term 
probability must always be associated with a number from zero to unity, including the 
impossible event (P = 0) and the certain event (P = 1). 

Nonstationary time series. 

Time series of flood events at a river cross section are frequently nonstationary. The 
flood characteristics change with time because of man-made effects . The main causes 
are : (a) newly created reservoirs that modify the floods; (b) change in the operational 
practices of existing reservoirs or lakes; ( c) sedimentation of reservoirs and lakes, 
with gradual loss of space for flood modification; (d) prevention of flood plain inunda
tions. 

Time series analysis of any flood variable , however, must be restricted to a time 
period in which such nonrandom factors affecting flood events remain unchanged. In 
cases where changes in these factors do occur, the computation of flood probability 
curves, or of flood events of a deterministic concept, becomes a problem of joint 
probabilities of natural flood events and modifications by the above factors. 

Modified floods for spillway design. 

The probability of the reservoir level at which the extreme flood events occur is a 
function o ~ the inflow distribution, the release rule, and reservoir charaf=:teristics. 
Assuming a combination of cyclic walk (as it relates to the within-the-year flow fluc
tuation). and a randc,m walk of both within - the-year and from-year-to-year fluctuation, 
for the inflow into, c.nd a given outflow regime of the reservoir, then a joint probability 
distribution of reservoir level prior to flood and the Load event itself may be deter
mined. This joint probability distribution would give a new flood probability distribu- · 
tion of the flood · outflow characteristics by applying flood routing methods. 

Application of stochastic processes to determine the probability of lake or reservoir 
level prior to the flood inflow promises a new approach from both theoretical and prac
tical aspects of this problem, while synthetic hydrology may simplify the practical 
aspects . 

Randomness of flood time series. 

The fact is that annual maximum flood events are close to a random time series. Cor
relograms of annual floods of many stations show that from the practical point of view 
the time series of annual maximum peak flows is random in sequence, or that the mem -
bers of th e time series are independent of each other. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF FLOOD DISCHARGE AT DAMS 

Flood discharge structures are usually divided from the hydraulic point of view into two 
basic groups: (1) free surface flow for all flood events; (2) flow under pressure for 
largest floods . 

Free .sur face flow. 

The most general hydraulic relationships in the first case are given by expressions of 
the type 312 Q = MH (1) 

with H = energy head above the spillway crest elevation, and M = factor which depends 
on the geometric characteristics of the structure, mostly on spillway crest length and 
shape, lateral or intermediate contractions, boundary conditions for the approach to 
the spillway, surface roughness of the crest, the submergence of the flow, etc. The 
power 3 / 2 for H is an approximation. As some factors imply that M is related to 
H , the power of H differs from case to case. Figure 3, curve 1(B - H) represents 
this first case. 

Flow under pressure. 

The hydraulic relationship for pressure-type flow is given by the general expression: 

Q = mAH1/ 2 (2) 
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with A = cross section area of the conveyance structure (or an equivalent, if A 
changes from one cross section to another), H = head difference on the energy line 
between the headrace and tailrace points, and m = a factor which is function of length, 
cross section shape, roughness, and singularities and other characteristics of the 
discharge structure. In general, the relationship of reservoir level to discharge 
capacity for all gates and valves open follows the rating curve of eq. ( 1) to a specific 
value Qs , o r a short range of Q- values, fig. 3, curve 2 (A - S1), then the structure 
becomes under pressure for Q > Qs , and follows the rating curve of eq. ( 2), fig. 3, 
curve 2 (S1 -C). 

Flood damage. 

In general, the passage of a flood is associated with damage, usually only for rare 
events. The losses start with a high flood event , but then increase with an increase of 
either flood peak or duration. There is also either a speci fic value or a range of 
values for flood peak ar_d flood duration, which may produce failure of the dam and/or 
of other structures. 

The trend in design of spillways, dams and reservoirs for the past decades, as it con
cerns the flood discharge, has been to minimize the damage function. The damage 
would start at a great discharge and increase slowly as peak discharge increases . 
Thus the specific discharge of great destructive potential would be shifted to a high 
value on the rating curve by appropriate safeguards. This trend wa s justified in the 
past, and it will be more so in the future. 

INTEGRATION OF FLOOD AND SPILLWAY CHARACTERISTICS IN DESIGN OF FLOOD 
DISCHARGE WORKS 

Objective defi nition of maximum probable flood. 

It is assumed he re that the concept of maximum probable flood, as determined by 
meteorological analysis of rare rainfall intensities and from river basi n response has 
an object ive definition in the Borel's sense. Namely, the flood events greater than the 
maximum probable flood have a probability of occurrence of the order of 1: 10 3 to 1: 105. 
Thus, the subjective aspect of maximum probable flood is eliminated. The concept of 
maximum possible flood has no theoretical support. 

Probabilistic approach. 

The probabilist ic approach to flood discharge at dams may be applied in such a way 
that a good integration of flood and spillway characteristics is obtained . This will be 
accomplished if the analytical, experimental, and structural hydraulic studies concen -
trate on obtaining discharge structures that are suitable for all flood events, e s pecially 
those of unusually small probabilities, instead of achieving the best hydraulic perform
ance for a given flood event (design flood). 

There are thousands of dams already built in the world, and more and more will be 
constructed in different climatologic and hydrologic regions. The probability that a 
very rare flood (i. e. , greater than the maximum probable or design flood) would occur 
at one or sever al dams among these thousands in a year is sufficiently large i n o r der 
not to be neglected. Though each dam may be considered individually as safe, if the 
flood evacuation structures are determined for large design floods, all dams taken to
gether would have non-negligible probability of occurrence of extremely large flood 
events at som e of them in a time unit . This is a disadvant age of the deterministic 
approach to flood evact:.ation design, if no special attention is given to the problem of 
discharge of larger floods than the maximum design floods. 

Flood-spillway design :.ntegration. 

The slopes of the spilh,ray rating curves of eqs. (1) and (2) are respectively 

dQ = dM H3/2 + 3M Hi/2 _ Q dM + 3M \3/Q" 
air aH -r - ~cm- -Y VIvr 

dQ _ mA H-1/2 
aH - --z- = 

with M depende nt on H , and m and A considered as independent of H. 
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One way of m easuring how the flood probability characte ristics are integrated into 
spillway design may be obtained by relating the r ate dQ/ dH to a characteristic of 
flood probability distribution. This characteristic may be the probability of flood 
exceedence P(Q), the probabi lity de·nsity p(Q), the return period 1 /P(Q), or similar. 

Assuming t h e return period 1 / P(Q) as this characteristic, and taking the flood proba
bility distribution in the form of the double exponential fu nction of largest values 

P(Q) = exp [-e -a (Q - Qm)] (5) 

with Q = a ny peak flood flow, Qm = mode flow, and er = shape parameter, then the 
curve dQ/ dH = F [ 1/ P( Q) ] may serve as integration measure• 

In the case eqs. ( 3) and (5) are applied, then the curve obtained is 

ifil: + 3~ ~ = F {exp [e-cr(Q-Qm)Ji (6) 

in which both dQ/ dH and 1/ P( Q) increase with an increase of Q . This curve 
changes from one design to another, and may be used as the measure of flood-spillway 
integration. 

Safeguards for spi:..lway design. 

The rate of change of spillway capacity rating curve increases faster than linearly with 
the discharge for free surface flow, while the rate dQ/ dH for flow under pressure de
creases with an increase of discharge. Any hydraulic design of flood discharge with 
the submer gence effect (i.e. , lateral collectors on spillways), which decreases M with 
H for very large Q , or any closed conveyance structure which comes under pressure 
for large values of Q must be considered as a potential source of future trouble, if 
safeguards are not provided. 

These safeguards are of different types, and some will be described here briefly. 

The factor M in eq. ( 1) may be maximi zed for given topographic characteristics of a 
dam site by a proper selection of spillway crest length, shape, a nd other design ele
ments. T his determines the position of curve 1 of the graph, fig. 3, as well as the 
rate of change dQ/ dH . If t he crest is shaped in such a way that M increases with an 
increase of H , even with a pressure drop on the crest until pressure approaches zero 
permitting cavitation to take place for large flood events, the rating curve may be sub
stantially improved, as shown in fig. 3, curve 1 a (B - I). 

A safeguard in spillway design is to reverse the slope of the rating curve at the point 
s2 , or S3 , fig. 3, in order to counteract the inflection of the rating curve, which 
occurs at t he point where free surface flow passes to flow under pressure, thus avoid
ing a rapi d increase of reservoir level for a small increase of the flood pe ak (fig. 3, 
curve 2, point S1). The reversal may be obtained by t wo main design approaches: 
(a) an eme rgency facility to discharge flood excess by surface flow over the dam, the 
part of dam, or ty a side arrangement, which is unaccounted for the regular spillway 
c apacit ies ; and (b) any structure designed to be destroyed at a point S3 (such as a 
fuse-plug dam), am. to be reconstructed after the flood event. 

While th e number of earth and rockfill dams constantly increases, both b e cause the 
sites that favor concrete dams become exhausted with time, and because of constant 
improvem ents in the design and construction of fi lled dams, the h ydraulic and struc
tural problems of shaping these dams to allow safe water overflow on rare emergency 
occasions remain unsolved. Solution of these proble ms, or, alternatively, the use of 
s i de emergency spillways would result i n a rating curve of the s l ope given by curve 2-3, 
fig. 3 (A - St - s2 - D). Some small dams in soil cons ervation work have spillways of 
t wo types combined, one of closed type and the other of emergency free surface flow, 
thus resulting in a total capacity rating curve similar to the curve 2- 3 of fig. 3. 

The "fus e-plug c.ams" are convenient safeguard solutions at many dam sites. They are 
usually designed as temporary structures to be destroyed during exceptional floods, but 
to be re constructe d after th e flood event. They increase the capacity and safety for 
flood discharge. A negative wave created by sudden removal of the fuse-plug results in 
a complex rating curve with two branch es, one for the rising flood limb, as curve 
2-4a-4 (A -S 1 -SrS4-E), fig. 3, and the other for the falling flood limb, as curve 

4-4b-2, (E-S4 -F-A), fig. 3, with the top of the fuse-plug dam at the level of point S3, 
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and the bottom at the level of point F . This safeguard solution produces an increase 
in flood peak 6Qmax , curve 4a , because of the sudden wash-out of the fuse-plug dam. 
The new peak Q + 6Qmax may be greater in some cases t h an the inflow maximum flood 
peak Qmax • 

The fuse-plug usually i s conceived as a transient solution i n order to increase the safe
ty of flood discharge u ntil upstream river basin developme nt, especially the construc 
tion of large res ervoirs, makes operation of the fuse-plug dam a remote possibility. 

As the curves 1a , 3 , a nd 4 of fig. 3 show, the increase in water level 6H in the 
re'servoir for a given increase in discharge 6Q is decreas ed. Thus the requirement of 
safe dis charge of floods much larger than the design flood is satisfied with a small risk 
of loss. In this way, the uncertainties of flood events resulting from the probabilistic 
character of flood phenomena are allowed for in the design of spillways by a slow growth 
of reservoir level with a substantial increase of flood discharge . 
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Fig. 1. E xplained variance, given by the co efficient of determination 
in the mult "ple linear stepwise correl ation and regression analyses of 
the total water volume of 4 7 flood hydro graphs plotted against the num -
be r of parameters of rainfall and river basin, us e d in the analysis . 
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Fig. 2, Largest specific flood peak as related to river basin area, 
for many river gaging stations in Columbia River Basin (U. S. A.), 
for periods of 20 years (1900-1920), 30 years (1900-1930), ... , and 
60 years (1900-1960). 
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Fig. 3. Different capacity rating curves for flood discharge : ( 1) 
Spillways with free surface flow; ( 1a) Improved spillways with free 
surface flow; (2) Conveyance spillway structure with a transition 
from free surface flow to flow under pressure; ( 3) Emergency 
spillway with free surface flow added to case ( 2); ( 4a)-( 4)-{4b) 
"Fuse-plug dam" spillway for eme r g ency flood discharge. 
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